
METHOD OF PROMOTION

Promotions is the part of marketing that specifically involves communicating company or product information to targeted
customers. Advertising, public relations and personal selling are three staple methods of promotion, though some new
techniques have emerged in the early 21st.

Word-of-mouth marketing, which encompasses a variety of subcategories, including buzz, blog, viral,
grassroots, brand advocates, cause influencers, and social media marketing, as well as ambassador programs,
work with consumer-generated media. Because of the personal nature of the communications between
individuals, it is believed that product information communicated in this way has an added layer of credibility.
Learning Objectives Identify key promotional strategies used Key Takeaways Key Points Many times with the
purchase of a product there is are incentives like discounts, free items, or contests. Also the advertising
industry has its own Code of Practice, and is regulated by the Advertising Standards Authority where
complaints about the nature of advertising can be dealt with. Digital Marketing Digital marketing is the use of
internet connected devices to engage a customer with online advertising to promote products and services.
There are important aspects to think about, including the wording, graphics, arrangement of wording and
graphics, coloring, how your audience will interpret the ads, their placement, etc. The main law is the Trade
Descriptions Act â€” goods advertised for sale must be as they are described. This is also known as spam.
Influencer marketing is also increasingly used to seed WOMM by targeting key individuals that have authority
and a high number of personal connections. They also provide information about the shopping habits of
customers â€” where do they shop, when and what do they buy? Ads are usually sold on a package basis that
considers the number of ads, the length of ads and when they are put on the air. According to the push
strategy, the marketers give generous discounts and benefits to the customers so that the sales can be increased
drastically. Articles that you write -- Is there something in your industry or market about you have a strong
impression? Newspapers major - Almost everyone reads the local, major newspaper s. What are some obvious
disadvantages? Trade shows and exhibitions Trade shows, also known as trade fairs or business expos, are
events collectively organized by multiple companies or industrial associations. Now, advertising and
promotions on the World Wide Web are almost commonplace. Counting four types of interactions with
company websites in addition to the hits from advertisements served from advertising networks, the authors
found that the potential for collecting data was up to 2, times per user per month. Marketing strategy includes
all basic and long-term activities in the field of marketing that deal with the analysis of the strategic situation
of a company and the formulation, evaluation and selection of market -oriented strategies and therefore
contribute to the goals of the company and its marketing objectives. Some product sample offers may require
consumers to complete a survey or refer a friend in order to qualify for the freebies. Advertising Advertising
takes up a significant portion of a company's budget allocated toward marketing and promotion. Others are
targeted at intermediaries and at the firm's sales force. Sign up for more great content. Companies can gauge
competitor performance, and investors can look for businesses to invest in. Newsletters -- This can be
powerful means to conveying the nature of your organization and its services. They are more expensive than
most of major forms of advertising. While millions of dollars are spent on advertising methods, promotional
marketing methods are relatively less expensive and can be more effective. Its three distinguishing features are
that the time or space devoted to it is paid for it uses a set format to carry the message rather than personal
one-on-one selling it identifies the sponsor of the message 6 Publicity involves placing newsworthy
information about a company, product, or person in the media.


